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The decision on dimensionality of the space spanned by general linear functions
of the parameter matrix of a MANOVA model is considered. This problem is
related to the investigation, whether graphically or analytically, of significant
empirical departures from the overall null hypothesis on these functions. A closed
testing procedure for a sequence of relevant hypotheses is proposed. Unlike the
classical procedures based on asymptotic distributions of the likelihood ratio
statistics, the proposed method ensures that the Type I familywise error rate does
not exceed the nominal :-level. Also, it is consistent with testing the overall null
hypothesis, while relying on tests of subsequent linear hypotheses implied by the
former. Examples are given to compare the proposed procedure with a classical
one.  1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Canonical analysis can be helpful in understanding and visualizing the
empirical departures from any null hypothesis tested under a multivariate
analysis of variance (MANOVA) model. An intention behind such analysis
is to recover most of the value of the test statistic in a low dimensional
approximation. In the present paper the problem of testing the significance
of the dimensionality of this approximation is reconsidered, mainly from
the applicational point of view.
Recall that under the usual p-variate MANOVA model, Y=X5+U,
where Y=(y1 , y2 , ..., yp) denotes the n_p matrix of observations, X
denotes the n_q design matrix of rank rq, 5=(!1 , !2 , ..., !p) denotes the
q_p matrix of parameters, and U=(e1 , e2 , ..., ep) denotes the matrix of
errors, one may be interested in testing
H0 : C5M=0, (1.1)
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where the g_q matrix C is of rank g and the p_u matrix M of rank u. The
necessary and sufficient condition for H0 to be testable is the equation
C(X$X)& X$X=C, where (X$X)& is a generalized inverse of the matrix
X$X. Under normality, the linear hypothesis (1.1) may be tested by means
of any of the well-known multivariate tests (see Seber [16, Section 8.6.2]).
When canonical analysis is to be applied, the LawleyHotelling trace
statistic is particularly suitable. It is defined as
T 20=mE trace(E
&1H)=mE :
u
i=1
*i , (1.2)
where mE=n&r, and *1*2 } } } *u0 are the roots of |H&*E|=0,
i.e., are the eigenvalues of the matrix E&1H and where E=M$Y$QEYM
and H=M$Y$QHYM, with QH=X(X$X)
& C$[C(X$X)& C$]&1 C(X$X)& X$
and QE=In&X(X$X)
& X$. Under normality, with probability 1, the rank
of H is equal to s=min(g, u) and the s positive eigenvalues are distinct.
(For details see Seber [16; Sections 2.5.3, 8.6.2, and A2.8].)
The required percentage points can be found, e.g., in Seber [16,
Section D15]. Also, an F-test approximation is available, due to McKeon
[12], of the form
trace(E&1H)
c
tFa, b (approximately), (1.3)
where a=umH , b=4+(a+2)(B&1), c=a(b&2)[b(mE&u&1)], mH= g,
and mE=n&r, with B=(mE+mH&u&1)(mE&1)[(mE&u&3)(mE&u)].
The distribution is exact for s=1; otherwise it is a surprisingly accurate
approximation (as noticed by Seber [16, p. 39]; see also [4, Section 5]).
If H0 is rejected, one may be interested in testing linear hypotheses of the
type
Hl : Cl 5M l=0, (1.4)
where Cl=Bl C and Ml=MAl , with Bl as a gl_g matrix of rank gl and
Al as a u_ul matrix of rank ul . A set of hypotheses is said to form a family
if it consists of an overall hypothesis (1.1) and all or some of the component
hypotheses (1.4) implied by (1.1). Such a family may be denoted by F=
[Hl : Cl=Bl C, Ml=MAl | l # L], where L is an index set, not necessarily
denumerable (see Gabriel [8, Section 2]). Any member of the family may
be tested by means of the rejection region
T 20, l=mE trace(E
&1
l Hl)>T
2
0, :; l , (1.5)
where El and Hl are obtainable from E and H, respectively, by using Cl
instead of C and Ml instead of M, and where T 20, :; l #T
2
0, :; ul , mH, l , mE
, with
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ul being the rank of Ml , mH, l= gl and mE=n&r, satisfies the equality (or
inequality) Pr[T 20, l>T
2
0, :; l | H l]=: (or :).
The probability of making the relevant Type I error, i.e. of rejecting Hl
when it is true, is : (or :). However, if more than one hypothesis from
F are tested, one rather would like to control (as stated in Hochberg and
Tamhane [9, p. 3]) the Type I familywise error rate (FWE). This means to
require that the probability of making no Type I error is at least 1&:.
Procedures commonly used to estimate the dimensionality of the depar-
tures from H0 involve testing a sequence of dimensionality hypotheses
defined in terms of the nullity of some of the eigenvalues of the associated
noncentrality matrix (or in terms of its rank). The available methods are
usually based on asymptotic expansions of the distributions of the statistics
proposed (see, e.g., Rao [13, Section 8c.6], Fujikoshi [6], Mardia et al.
[11, Section 12.5], Backhouse and McKay [1] and Seo et al. [17]). The
purpose of the present paper is to propose a method that relies on a
MANOVA multiple testing procedure. It involves sequential testing of
hypotheses on dimensionality but, unlike the other procedures, it treats the
tested hypotheses as some hypotheses of the type (1.4), and uses relevant
:-level tests in accordance with the principle of a closed multiple testing
procedure considered by Marcus et al. [10], to control the Type I FWE at
the designated :.
The paper consists of four sections. Section 2 introduces the notion of a
closed testing procedure and adopts it for testing hypotheses on dimen-
sionality in MANOVA. This is illustrated by some examples in Section 3.
Section 4 provides a discussion in which the advantage of the suggested
procedure over the classical method due to Rao [13] is stressed.
2. A CLOSED TESTING PROCEDURE FOR DIMENSIONALITY
IN THE MANOVA MODEL
When the overall hypothesis H0 is rejected, then one concludes that the
matrix 0=C5M is of rank d, where 0<ds. To decide on the choice of
d, one is usually advised (see, e.g., Rao [13, Section 8c.6] and Mardia et
al. [11, Section 12.5.5]) to test sequentially s+1 hypotheses on dimen-
sionality expressed either as
H0 : #1=#2= } } } =#u=0, Hd : #d>#d+1= } } } =#u=0 (2.1)
for d=1, 2, ..., s, where #1#2 } } } #s=...=#u=0 are the eigenvalues of
the noncentrality matrix
2=(M$7M)&12 0$[C(X$X)& C$]&1 0(M$7M)&12 (2.2)
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or, equivalently, as Hd : rank(C5M)=d, for d=0, 1, ..., s (see also
Fujikoshi [6, p. 328], Fujikoshi and Veitch [7, p. 350], Backhouse
and McKay [1, p. 1006], Seo et al. [17, p. 330] and Seber [16,
Section 8.6.2d]). If H0 , H1 , ..., Hd&1 are rejected but Hd is not, then the
procedure stops and one may infer the rank of 0=C5M to be d, i.e., it can
be concluded that the dimensionality of the space spanned by the rows of
the matrix 0 is d.
The hypothesis H0 can be tested under normality by any of the known
multivariate test statistics based on the eigenvalues of the matrix E&1H.
Accordingly, it has been proposed to test the subsequent hypotheses Hd by
any of the corresponding statistics
cmax, d=*d+1 , T 20, d=mE :
u
i=d+1
*i ,
(2.3)
Ud= ‘
u
i=d+1
1
1+*i
, Vd= :
u
i=d+1
*i
1+*i
,
or suitable functions of these. Distributions of these statistics have been
considered and discussed in terms of their asymptotic expansions (see, e.g.,
Backhouse and McKay [1, Section 3] and Seo et al. [17, Section 3]).
Here a different approach, consistent with hypothesis testing in
MANOVA, is adopted. It utilizes the procedure suggested, in a general
form, by Marcus et al. [10] and called a closed testing procedure. It
concerns a family F which is closed under intersection, in the sense that
if Hl and Hl $ # F then Hl & Hl $ # F. The procedure consists in testing any
hypothesis Hl # F by means of the :-level rejection region (1.5) if and only
if all hypotheses belonging to F which imply Hl have been tested and
rejected. This secures that the Type I FWE does not exceed :, i.e., that the
probability of making no Type I error is at least 1&:.
In this procedure a Type I error is committed if and only if the intersection
of all true hypotheses, Hk say, is tested and rejected. Thus, if the event that
any (at least one) true Hl is rejected is denoted by L, and the event that
Hk has been rejected is denoted by K, then
Pr[L & K]=Pr[K] Pr[L | K]:, (2.4)
as Hk is tested at level :. Note, however, that L & K=L, giving
Pr[L & K]=Pr[L], and hence Pr[L]:. (See also Hochberg and
Tamhane [9, Section 2.4.1].)
The presentation of this concept will be confined to the use of the
LawleyHotelling trace, as the most suitable statistic for dimensionality
testing.
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To put the testing of hypotheses on dimensionality within the framework
of a closed testing procedure, let the hypotheses be formulated, alter-
natively to (2.1), as
Hd*: #d+1=#d+2= } } } =#u=0 (2.5)
for d=0, 1, 2, ..., s&1 (as #s+1= } } } =#u=0, always, if s<u). These
hypotheses have the property that for any d>0 the hypothesis Hd* is
implied by H*d&1 , and thus all of them are implied by H0 . Furthermore,
since for any d1<d2 , H*d1 & H*d2=H*d1 the set F=[H0 , H1* , H 2*, ..., H*s&1]
forms a family closed under intersection. Therefore, any Hd* # F should be
tested by means of an :-level test if and only if all hypotheses preceding H d*
in F have been tested and rejected. To secure that the probability of
making no Type I error is at least 1&:, it is sufficient that the test
employed for testing any Hd* rejects a true H d* with probability not exceeding
: (see Marcus et al. [10, p. 656]).
To devise such an :-level test, first note that, with the use of the eigen-
values of the noncentrality matrix (2.2), the matrix 0 can be written as
0=C(X$X)& C$ :
s
i=1
#12i \i?$iM$7M, (2.6)
where ?1 , ?2 , ..., ?u are the corresponding eigenvectors of 0$[C(X$X)
&
C$]&1 0 with respect to M$7M, orthonormalized accordingly, and
\1 , \2 , ..., \g are the corresponding eigenvectors of 0(M$7M)
&1 0$ with
respect to C(X$X)& C$, orthonormalized accordingly (see Rao and Mitra
[14, p. 7]). The decomposition (2.6) shows that there exists a u_(u&d )
matrix Ad* of rank u&d and a (g&d )_g matrix Bd* of rank g&d such
that
Bd*0Ad*={(1
12
d : 0),
(112d : 0)$
if s= gu,
if s=ug,
(2.7)
where 112d =diag(#
12
d+1 , #
12
d+2 , ..., #
12
s ). Thus, (2.5) can equivalently be writ-
ten as
Hd*: Cd*5Md*=0, (2.8)
where Cd*=Bd*C and Md*=MAd*, the matrices Bd* and Ad* being those which
satisfy (2.7), i.e., Bd*=(\d+1 , \d+2 , ..., \g)$ and Ad*=(?d+1 , ?d+2 , ..., ?u).
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If the matrices Ad* and Bd* were known, the appropriate LawleyHotelling
trace statistic for testing Hd* would be, as in (1.5), of the form
T 2*0, d=mE trace[(Ed*)&1Hd*], (2.9)
where Ed*=(Md*)$ Y$QEYMd*=(Ad*)$ EAd* and Hd*=(Md*)$ Y$Q*H, dYMd* ,
with Q*H, d=X(X$X)& (Cd*)$ [Cd*(X$X)& (Cd*)$]&1 Cd*(X$X)& X$, and the
corresponding upper : point would be chosen, in accordance with (1.5), as
T 20, :; d #T
2
0, :; u&d, mH&d, mE
, (2.10)
where mH= g and mE=n&r. Of course, (2.9) is not observable. However,
it can be approximated by employing, instead of the unknown Ad* and Bd* ,
the matrices Ad=(pd+1 , pd+2 , ..., pu) and Bd=(rd+1 , Rd+2 , ..., rg)$, where
the vectors pi and ri are obtainable from the singular value decomposition,
analogous to (2.6), of the least squares estimator 0 =C(X$X)& X$Y$M.
This decomposition can be written as
0 =C(X$X)& C$ :
s
i=1
*12i rip$iE,
where the *i ’s are as in (1.2) while p1 , p2 , ..., pu are the corresponding
eigenvectors of 0 $[C(X$X)& C$]&1 0 (=H) with respect to E, ortho-
normalized accordingly, and r1 , r2 , ..., rg are the corresponding eigenvectors
of 0 E&10 $ with respect to C(X$X)& C$, orthonormalized accordingly. It
can easily be shown that the replacement of Ad* by Ad and of Bd* by Bd in
(2.9) gives the statistic
mE trace(E&1d Hd)=mE :
u
i=d+1
*i=T 20, d , (2.11)
one of those given in (2.3), also obtainable as
inf
A*d
sup
B*d
T 2*0, d=inf
B*d
sup
A*d
T 2*0, d=T 20, d , (2.12)
with Ad* and Bd* of orders and ranks defined as for (2.7) (see Appendix A).
Although the distribution of (2.11) under H d* is not available, as depend-
ing on the unknown eigenvalues #i not vanishing under the hypothesis, the
null distribution of the LawleyHotelling trace related to the triple
(u&d, mH&d, mE), corresponding to (2.9), is an upper bound for the dis-
tribution under Hd* of the statistic (2.11), so that:
Pr [T 20, d>T
2
0, :; d | H d*]:, (2.13)
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with T 20, :; d defined in (2.10). This has been shown by Schott [15] who
stresses T 2*0, d to be an optimal upper bound for T 20, d since, by Theorem 6
in [15], the probability inequality in (2.13) holds for any possible values
of the first d largest eigenvalues #i . To see this note that for any matrix Ad*
defined as in (2.8), the distribution of T 2*0, d under Hd* depends on the triple
(u&d, mH&d, mE), irrespectively of the matrix Bd* of appropriate order
and rank, and similarly for any matrix Bd* defined as in (2.8), the distribu-
tion of T 2*0, d under H d* depends on that triple, irrespectively of the matrix
Ad* of appropriate order and rank. Hence, from (2.12), the statistic T 20, d
can never exceed T 20, :; d with probability higher than :.
Furthermore, by Theorem 3 in Schott [15] it is shown that (2.13)
becomes equality as #i   for i=1, 2, ..., d. Alternatively, one can easily
show (see Appendix B) that the equalities
C(Ad*)=C(Ad) and C[(Bd*)$]=C(B$d), (2.14)
where C( } ) denotes the column space (range) of a matrix, are attainable
under these very circumstances, i.e., the statistic T 20, d tends to coincide with
T 2*0, d then.
Thus, from (2.13), it is justified to propose to test the family of
hypotheses (2.5) sequentially with the statistic T 20, d , defined in (2.11), for
d=0, 1, 2, ..., until the inequality
T 20, dT
2
0, :; d #T 20, :; u&d, mH&d, mE (2.15)
is reached. If T 20, d is the first for which (2.15) holds, it is concluded that the
dimensionality is d. The probability of making no Type I error, i.e., of not
over-estimating the true dimensionality by stopping too late, is then at
least 1&:.
The statistic T 20, d is the same as that suggested by Rao [13, Section 8c.6]
and advocated by Backhouse and McKay [1]. The difference is only in the
choice of the critical values. In Rao’s method the distribution of T 20, d is
approximated by its limiting chi-square distribution, while in the method
proposed here the distribution of T 20, d is approximated by its optimal
upper bound, which is of the form of a LawleyHotelling T 20 -distribution,
as originally given by Schott [15].
3. EXAMPLES
3.1. Example 1 (Strains of Sunflower). This example concerns a plant
breeding research on 10 strains of sunflower, compared in an incomplete
block design with 20 blocks of varying sizes and with unequal replication
numbers (as two strains, used as standards, were replicated on 20 plots
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while each of the others were replicated on 4 plots only). The analyzed
observations from the n=72 plots of the experiment are multivariate, as
taken on p=4 quantitative traits (variables):
(i) the average height of plants in cm (PH),
(ii) the yield of seeds (achenes) in g per plant (SY),
(iii) the weight of 1000 seeds in g (SW),
(iv) the percentage of husk content in seeds (HC)
(see Ceranka et al. [5] from where the date have been taken).
The hypothesis H0 that there are no strain effects has been rejected by
the LawleyHotelling test statistic, T 20=189.565, exceeding the upper 0.10,
0.05, and 0.01 points which for u= p=4, mH=9 and mE=43 are
T0; 0.10=55.774, T0; 0.05=61.358 and T0; 0.01=73.188, respectively. In fact,
since the exact upper percentage points for these values of the triple
(u, mH , mE) are not available in relevant tables, they have been calculated
from the F-test approximation (1.3), from which one can also calculate the
critical level P, i.e. the smallest possible significance level at which the
hypothesis H0 would be rejected. Here the P-value is (0.456) 10&9. So, H0
is to be rejected.
To investigate the departures from H0 , a canonical analysis can be
applied. It provides a partition of the T 20 -statistic, as in (1.2), giving here
T 20=99.935+65.558+18.314+5.758=189.565. To find how many canoni-
cal variates (discriminant coordinates) are to be used, i.e. to decide on the
choice of d, the following hypotheses implied by H0 are to be tested
sequentially by means of the statistic T 20, d :
H*1 : #2=#3=#4=0 (d=1),
H*2 : #3=#4=0 (d=2),
H*3 : #4=0 (d=3).
The observed values of T 20, d are then compared with the appropriate critical
values, as given in (2.10), approximated by the relevant F-distribution
(1.3). For comparison with the method proposed by Rao [13, Section 8c.6],
critical values obtained from the limiting chi-square distributions of the test
statistics are also given. All these values, together with the corresponding
P-values based on the applied T 20 -distributions, are presented in Table I.
When examining Table I, remember that to secure the control of the
Type I FWE at the designated level :, the upper : points from the corre-
sponding T 20 -distributions are to be used as critical values, and the
procedure is to be stopped as soon as a consecutive hypothesis is not
rejected. Thus, at :=0.05 or 0.01, it can be concluded here that d=2. The
probability of making no Type I error, i.e. of not over-estimating the true
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TABLE I
T 20 -Statistics for Testing the Dimensionality Hypotheses Concerning Strain Effects and the
Corresponding Critical Values (Example 1)
T 20, :; d at := /
2
:; d at :=
Dim.
d T 20, d (0) P-value 0.10 0.05 0.01 0.10 0.05 0.01
0 189.57 (100.0) (0.46)10&9 55.77 61.36 73.19 47.21 51.00 58.62
1 89.63 (47.3) (0.14)10&4 38.14 42.63 52.29 33.20 36.42 42.98
2 24.07 (12.7) 0.089 23.50 26.96 34.61 21.06 23.68 29.14
3 5.76 (3.0) 0.464 11.50 13.91 19.52 10.64 12.59 16.81
dimensionality, is here at least 0.99. When applying the test proposed by
Rao, the decision on d would be the same at :=0.01, but it would change
to d=3 at :=0.05. This decision would require, with the present method,
the use of :0.089.
3.2. Example 2 (Variety trials). This example, taken from Calin ski et
al. [2, 3], concerns the analysis of results of a series of 38 experiments with
9 varieties of winter wheat, conducted at 11 experimental places within an
agricultural region of Poland over 4 successive years. These results have
been analyzed by MANOVA, the experimental observations on different
varieties being treated as observations on different variates in a multi-
variate approach. In such an analysis the varietyplace interactions and the
varietyyear interactions are of particular interest. Their departures from
the relevant null hypotheses have been analyzed by canonical analysis
which has resulted in some geometrical representations of the analyzed
interactions. Certainly, it is interesting to find how many canonical variates
should be used to give a sound interpretation of the observed departures.
Part I: Varietyplace interactions. When testing the hypothesis of no
varietyplace interactions, the LawleyHotelling trace statistic has received
the value T 20=314.55, at u=8, mH=10, and mE=24. Since the observed
value of the T 20 -statistic exceeds the critical value at :=0.01,
approximately equal to T 20; 0.01=228.33, the tested null hypothesis is to be
rejected.
The obtained canonical analysis partition is here T 20=187.21+53.51+
45.45+13.61+6.76+5.92+1.89+0.20=314.55.
From Table II it can be concluded that, at any of the three considered
significance levels, the dimensionality to be chosen is d=1. This is so, since
after rejecting H0 the implied hypothesis H*1 has not been rejected. The
probability of making no Type I error is here at least 0.99. When applying
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TABLE II
T 20-Statistics for Testing the Dimensionality Hypotheses Concerning VarietyPlace
Interactions and the Corresponding Critical Values (Example 2, Part I)
T 20, :; d at := /
2
:; d at :=
Dim.
d T 20, d (0) P-value 0.10 0.05 0.01 0.10 0.05 0.01
0 314.55 (100.0) (0.26)10&3 172.40 189.88 228.33 96.57 101.88 112.34
1 127.34 (40.5) 0.108 128.83 142.42 172.32 77.74 82.52 92.03
2 73.83 (23.5) 0.330 94.32 104.93 128.42 60.91 65.17 73.68
3 28.38 (9.0) 0.917 66.70 74.84 92.95 46.06 49.80 57.34
4 14.77 (4.7) 0.959 45.17 51.36 65.30 33.20 36.42 42.98
5 8.01 (2.5) 0.941 28.54 33.12 43.63 22.31 25.00 30.58
6 2.09 (0.7) 0.979 16.04 19.27 26.91 13.36 15.51 20.09
7 0.20 (0.1) 0.976 6.98 9.03 14.15 6.25 7.82 11.34
Rao’s test, one would decide on d=3 at the significance level 0.01. By the
present method, the result d=3 would be attained at :0.330.
Part II: Varietyyear interactions. For the hypothesis of no variety
year interactions, the LawleyHotelling trace statistic has received the
value T 20=156.39, at u=8, g=mH=3, and mE=24. The approximating
F-test (1.3) provides the required critical values for the T 20 -statistic as
T 20; 0.10=58.73, T
2
0; 0.05=67.69 and T
2
0; 0.01=88.56. Evidently, the hypothesis
of no varietyyear interactions is to be rejected. The canonical analysis
partition, T 20=77.20+49.35+29.84=156.39, is here into three com-
ponents only, since s=min(g, u)=3 in this example.
Results in Table III show that at any significance level close to and
greater than 0.01 it can be concluded, according to the proposed method,
that the dimensionality is d=3. The probability of making no Type I error,
i.e. of not over-estimating the true dimensionality, is here at least 0.99 (in
TABLE III
T 20 -Statistics for Testing the Dimensionality Hypotheses Concerning VarietyYear
Interactions and the Corresponding Critical Values (Example 2, Part II)
T 20, :; d at := /
2
:; d at :=
Dim.
d T 20, d (0) P-value 0.10 0.05 0.01 0.10 0.05 0.01
0 156.39 (100.0) (0.99)10&4 58.73 67.69 88.56 33.20 36.42 42.98
1 79.19 (50.6) (0.95)10&3 34.35 40.54 55.31 21.06 23.68 29.14
2 29.84 (19.1) 0.010 15.99 19.92 29.85 10.64 12.64 16.81
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fact, at least 0.98998). When applying Rao’s test procedure, one would
arrive at the same conclusion at :=0.01 and even lower.
4. DISCUSSION
Both, the classical method of Rao [13, Section 8c.6] and that proposed
in the present paper, utilize as a test criterion for determining the dimen-
sionality in MANOVA the statistic (2.11). The two methods differ,
however, in the choice of critical values for determining the relevant
rejection regions. In Rao’s method the upper : points of the limiting
(asymptotic) chi-square distribution with (u&d)(mH&d ) degrees of
freedom are used as critical values for the statistic T 20, d . This has been
established under the assumption that mH   and, therefore, these critical
values can be sufficiently accurate in a large sample cases only. In the
present method the critical values are chosen in the same way as for the
LawleyHotelling test statistic T 20 used in testing the overall null
hypothesis (1.1), i.e. the dimensionality hypothesis for d=0. Namely, the
subsequent dimensionality hypotheses are treated as linear hypotheses
implied by H0 , i.e. hypotheses of the type (1.4). Thus, while the upper :
point of the null (central) distribution of the T 20 -statistic depending on the
triple (u, mH , mE) is used as the critical value for T 20 , in the same way the
upper : point of such a distribution depending on the triple (u&d, mH&d,
mE) is chosen as the critical value for T 20, d . This approach is justified by
the fact that the distribution of T 20, d can be approximated by its optimal
upper bound T 20-distribution associated with this triple. Its application
ensures that under Hd* the proposed critical value will be exceeded with
probability at most equal to the designated :, and the control of the Type I
FWE will be preserved at that level :.
Examining the examples analyzed in Section 3, it can be seen that for
small sample sizes the asymptotic chi-square approximation of the critical
values used for testing the overall hypothesis H0 (i.e., for d=0) is far from
being adequate. In Example 1, where mE=43, the ratios of the upper :
points obtained from the limiting chi-square distribution to the upper :
points from the exact T 20 -distribution are 0.80 for :=0.01, 0.83 for :=
0.05, and 0.85 for :=0.10. In Example 2, Part I, where mE=24, these
ratios are equal to 0.49 for :=0.01, 0.54 for :=0.05, and 0.56 for :=0.10.
The ratios are similar in Part II of that example, with the same mE=24.
This suggests that when testing the dimensionality hypotheses by the
procedure in which the critical values are obtained from the limiting chi-
square distributions, the Type I FWE may be much larger than the
designated level :. Such disadvantage of the classical Rao’s method for
small samples as been revealed by Schott [15, Section 4] and confirmed by
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TABLE IV
Relative Frequencies of Dimension Choices among 1000 Simulations for the Case of n=50,
u= p=4, mH=5, mE=44 and :=0.10
Relative frequencies of the choice of dimensiona
Eigenvalues of via /2-distribution via T 20 -distribution
the noncentrality
matrix 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4
0 0 0 0 0.79 0.20 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.92 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00
100 0 0 0 0.00 0.82 0.17 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.90 0.09 0.01 0.00
20 0 0 0 0.12 0.76 0.11 0.01 0.00 0.22 0.73 0.05 0.00 0.00
100 50 0 0 0.00 0.00 0.86 0.13 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.92 0.07 0.01
20 10 0 0 0.03 0.43 0.48 0.06 0.00 0.06 0.54 0.37 0.04 0.00
100 50 20 0 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.88 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.86 0.08
20 10 4 0 0.01 0.28 0.54 0.16 0.01 0.02 0.37 0.47 0.12 0.02
a The right choice is in bold.
extensive simulations reported in [4, Section 5]. This can also be seen in
Table IV, where an extract from further simulations is presented. Finally,
one has to remember that the critical values for the applied statistic T 20, d
are obtainable from the corresponding optimal upper bound distribution.
Therefore, at d1 these critical values will be exceeded under the tested
hypothesis less frequently than indicated by the nominal :. Thus, the exact
critical values would be somewhere between the upper : points from the
limiting chi-square distribution and those from the relevant upper bound
T 20 -distribution. But in fact, the smaller the number mE is, the safer it will
be to use the latter approximation.
APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF FORMULA (2.12)
In connection with (2.9) note that, on account of a well-known eigen-
value inequality (see Gabriel [8, p. 501]),
trace[(Ed*)&1 Hd*]trace[E&10 $(Bd*)$ [Bd*C(X$X)& C$(Bd*)$]&1 Bd*0 ],
where the equality is attainable by some matrix Ad*. Thus, for a given
matrix Bd* ,
sup
A*d
trace[(Ed*)
&1 Hd*]
=trace[[Bd*C(X$X)& C$(Bd*)$]&1 Bd*0 E&10 $(Bd*)$].
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However, by another well-known eigenvalue inequality (see Schott [15,
p. 562]),
:
u
i=d+1
*itrace[[Bd*C(X$X)& C$(Bd*)$]&1 Bd*0 E&10 $(Bd*)$],
where the equality is attainable by Bd*=Bd . This gives the second equality
in (2.12). To prove the first, note that one can also write
trace[(Ed*)
&1 Hd*]=trace[[Bd*C(X$X)& C$(Bd*)$]&1
_Bd*0 Ad*[(Ad*)$ EAd*]&1 (Ad*)$ 0 $(Bd*)$].
Then proceed as above to obtain
:
u
i=d+1
*isup
Bd*
trace[(Ed*)&1 Hd*],
where the equality is attainable by Ad*=Ad .
APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF FORMULA (2.14)
Note that the statistic (1.2) is invariant under transformations of M into
M%=M8 and C into C%=9$C, if 8 and 9 are square and nonsingular
matrices. Let them be
8=(#&121 ?1 , ..., #
&12
d ?d , ?d+1 , ..., ?u)
and
9=(#&121 \1 , ..., #
&12
d \d , \d+1 , ..., \u).
The matrix 0 transforms then into 0%=9$08 and 0 into 0 %=9$0 8.
Furthermore, it can easily be shown that the relation between the eigenvectors
pi of H with respect to E and those of H%=(0 %)$ [C%(X$X)& (C%)$]&1 0 %
with respect to E%=8$E8, denoted by p%i , is given by pi=8p%i for
i=1, 2, ..., u, and the relation between the eigenvectors ri of 0 E&10 $ with
respect to C(X$X)& C$ and those of 0 %(E%)&1 (0 %)$ with respect to
C%(X$X)&(C%)$, denoted by r%i , is given by ri=9r%i for i=1, 2, ..., g. In
particular, this allows to write Ad=8A%d , where A%d=(p%d+1 , p%d+2 , ..., p%u),
and B$d=9(B%d)$, where B%d=(r%d+1 , r%d+2 , ..., r%g)$.
Now suppose that #i   for i=1, 2, ..., d. Then 8=(81 : 82) 
(0 : 82) and 9=(91 : 92)  (0 : 92), where 82=Ad* and 92=(Bd*)$,
giving the limiting equalities Ad=(0 : 82)((A%d, 1)$ : (A%d, 2)$)$=Ad*A%d, 2 and
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B$d=(0 : 92)(B%d, 1 : B%d, 2)$=(Bd*)$ (B%d, 2)$. Evidently, the matrices A%d, 2 and
(B%d, 2)$ are nonsingular, which implies (2.14).
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